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Understandings: 

1. Explain how ions are formed. Mention cations and anions.  

- Ions are formed when the electrons in the most energetic state (electrons in valence shell) 

is either removed or gained. When we have an atom with a charge, either positive or 

negative, that is an ion.  

Atoms with positive charge are called cation. The way to remember this is ca+ion. A “t” looks 

like a +.  

Atoms with negative charge are called anion.    

Metals lose electrons and non-metals gain. But transition metals show variety of stable ions, 

hence it is hard to predict. Only way to distinguish is the color that they show (more on this 

later).  

2. Explain how ionic compounds are formed.  

- When two atoms with electronegativity difference larger than 1.8, the difference is so 

strong the atom with high e.n. can snap off the electron(s) the other has. This usually 

happens between metals and non-metals.  

For instance, Na and Cl, the example we are so tired of hearing over and over again, is an 

example of reactants for ionic compound.  

These react so it becomes Na+ and Cl-. Then, the electrostatic attraction between these two 

is the ionic bond. The more charges they have, the stronger it is. MgO will have a stronger 

ionic bond because Mg+2 and O-2.  

3. Explain the structure created by these ionic bonds.  

- One important thing to note before is that the formula NaCl is not the actual formula for 

the molecule. Rather, it is the ratio of a unit of the whole NaCl compound, called formula 

unit.   

Ionic compounds will form huge lattices due to the cations and anions. Of course, the lattices 

depend on how large the salt units are, but generally, they form a structure like these: 

NaCl is similar to the first one.  

We use the term coordination bonds not only for ligands, but also for these ionic compounds.  

Na and Cl both have 6 

coordination bonds in 

lattice structure.  
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Now we know what it looks like, we can move on discussing physical properties.  

There are three main things to consider: 

1. Ionic compounds have high melting points. This is due to the strong ionic bonds since the 

complete difference of charges maximizes their interactions. As mentioned, the more charge 

difference you have, the stronger it is.  

Another way to say this is that it has low volatility or, that it is hard to melt/boil.  

2. Ionic compounds dissolve in water, or any polar solvent. Like dissolves like, although there 

are exceptions.  

The anions and cations will be surrounded by water; they will become hydrated, and will 

separate. And when this is successful, the ions are solvated. But we cannot actually see that 

this is happening, so we see if the medium/solution can conduct electricity. If it can, the 

solute is likely to be an ionic compound. 

3. They are brittle! Due to the lattice structure, if we shift by a small amount, the anions will 

align with anions and cations with cations. These cause repulsion and hence break.  

4. Explain the vagueness and exceptions to ionic compounds.  

- Although we said that above 1.8 is ionic, in the middle polar and covalent, it is not always 

black and white as we sometimes want it to be.  

Sometimes, we have covalent bonding with ionic character like BF3 and HF.  

Sometimes we have ionic bonding with covalent character like FeO.  

 

Also as you may have noticed, C and Se have different colors despite same e.n. The reason is 

probably the size of the atoms or special characteristics they have. NOF are purple because 

they can form hydrogen bonds.  
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Applications and skills: 

1. Deduce formula for ionic compounds, including polyatomic ions. 

- Yes  

2. Explain the physical properties in terms of their lattice structure.  

- Ok.  

TOK: 

1. General rules in chemistry (like the octet rule) often have exceptions. How many 

exceptions have to exist for a rule to cease to be useful? 

2. What evidence do you have for the existence of ions? What is the difference between 

direct and indirect evidence? 


